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June 28, 2022 

 

Docket Management Facility 

U.S. Department of Transportation 

1200 New Jersey Avenue SE 

West Building Ground Floor, Room W12-140 

Washington, D.C. 20590-0001 

 

RE: [FMCSA-2022-001] Fees for the Unified Carrier Registration Plan and Agreement - Notice 

of proposed rulemaking (NPRM); reopening of comment period 

 

The Western States Trucking Association (WSTA) is a 501(c)(6) nonprofit founded in 1941 and 

incorporated in California. Many of our nearly 6,000 member and allied member motor carriers 

must pay the annual Unified Carrier Registration (UCR) fee. For most of those members, they 

pay UCR fees in one of the three lowest fee brackets (0-2, 3 to 5, or 6-20 vehicles).  

 

In light of the supplemental data produced by the UCR Plan and included in the docket 

(Response of the Unified Carrier Registration Plan to the Federal Motor Carrier Safety 

Administration’s Request for Information), WSTA questions “how” the Plan arrived at its 

decision to propose a reduction in the 2023 UCR fee that is virtually identical percentagewise for 

each of the fee brackets when data they supplied to the docket indicates the majority of excess 

collections came from the smallest fee brackets. 

 

The table included in the UCR Plan response (page 26) to the docket and incorporated at the end 

of our comments, indicates the three smallest fee brackets contributed significantly to the 

overage in UCR receipts, yet the surplus isn’t being returned to them in corresponding lower 

fees, but instead being used to subsidize lower fees for the largest three brackets.  

 

Based on the tables provided, the revenues received for the three largest brackets stayed 

relatively stable for the three years shown – including number of fleets (+/- 758). The major 

increase in revenues resulted primarily from the three smaller fleet categories, especially in the 

0-2 truck range (+/- 114,806). This is not surprising since it is well known, and the data shows it, 

that there was a huge increase in the number of new authority issuance from 2020 to 2021. The 

UCR Plan is also estimating a huge drop-off in smaller motor carrier for 2022. This certainly 

may happen considering current economic conditions, but if their estimate is too low, the smaller 

motor carriers will once again over contribute to UCR.  

 

Clearly, a reduction in UCR fees is warranted, however we question how the UCR Board arrived 

at a decision to use fees primarily paid by small-business motor carriers to reduce the UCR fees 

equally in all brackets.  
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While FMCSA in the notice stated it limited the comment period for this notice so, “it can 

quickly finalize a rule adjusting UCR Plan and Agreement fees prior to the opening of the 

registration period on October 1, 2022…” We believe FMCSA should require UCR to revisit its 

fee reduction schedule to be weighted more favorably to small-business motor carriers who 

disproportionately contributed to excess collections according to their own data.  

 

Sincerely, 

 

 
 

 

Joseph Rajkovacz 

Director of Governmental Affairs  

Western States Trucking Association 


